ReliefWeb has been the leading source of reliable and timely humanitarian information on global crises and disasters since 1996.

**ReliefWeb in 2018**

- **Total Users**: 9,034,300
- **Total Sessions**: 21,510,000
- **Users in OCHA Field Locations**: 1,710,000
- **Usage Growth**: 32% (compared to 2017)

**TOP SOURCES FOR REPORTS/MAPS**

- [9,034,300] Total Users
- [21,510,000] Total Sessions
- [1,710,000] Users in OCHA Field Locations

**Top Countries by Users**

1. USA
2. Ghana
3. UK
4. India
5. Philippines

**Most Visited Country Pages**

1. Somalia
2. Korea
3. Sudan
4. South Sudan
5. Syria

**2018 Updates**

- Reports and Maps: [52,888]
- Jobs: [42,692]
- Summaries: [2,039]

**Top Searches for Reports/Maps**

- [OCHA](#)
- [UNICEF](#)
- [IRIN](#)
- [IRC](#)
- [IFRC](#)
- [Medecins Sans Frontieres](#)
- [URBG](#)

**Global User Traffic**

In 2018, 41% of users accessed ReliefWeb via desktop or mobile.

**In-country Growth**

- [52%](#) Growth percentage since 2017

**Top Countries**

- USA
- Ghana
- UK
- India
- Philippines

**Most Visited Country Pages**

- Somalia
- Korea
- Sudan
- South Sudan
- Syria

**2018 Updates**

- Reports and Maps: 52,888
- Jobs: 42,692
- Summaries: 2,039

**Top Searches for Reports/Maps**

- OCHA
- UNICEF
- IRIN
- IRC
- IFRC
- MSF
- URBG

**ReliefWeb 2018 Highlights**

ReliefWeb has been the leading source of reliable and timely humanitarian information on global crises and disasters since 1996. In 2018, the platform saw significant growth, with a total of 9,034,300 users, 21,510,000 sessions, and 1,710,000 users in OCHA field locations. The usage growth was 32% compared to 2017. The top countries by users were the USA, Ghana, UK, India, and Philippines. The most visited country pages were Somalia, Korea, Sudan, South Sudan, and Syria. In 2018, 41% of users accessed ReliefWeb via desktop or mobile. The in-country growth was 52% since 2017. The top searches for reports/maps included OCHA, UNICEF, IRIN, IRC, IFRC, MSF, and URBG.